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Overview
The TransPar Group of Companies (TPGoC) was formed to provide our clients with a full spectrum of support services
from consulting through operations management. Each of our companies has a particular area of focus that assists
operations in maximizing the efficiency of their managerial, operational, analytical and financial performance.
School Bus Consultants, our consulting services company, is expert in conducting routing and operational analyses to
identify the most efficient and effective way to deliver services given a client’s defined constraints. Our experience as
school district transportation directors, school bus contractors and consultants offer industry focused expertise that is
tempered by real world experience. We have a particular expertise in the complex analyses associated with operations
management, school time changes, and routing efficiency assessments.
TransPar, our management services provider, operationalizes desired goals and outcomes through its expertise in
providing management and functional support services to clients. TransPar supports school districts with temporary,
semi-permanent, and permanent management services of all transportation services or specific functions within a
department. Additionally, TransPar also provides temporary staffing for key positions such as bus drivers.
Mercury Associates, Inc. is our fleet management consulting firm dedicated to providing independent, unbiased
technical assistance and advice to government, non-profit, and corporate clients in the U.S. and around the world. We
provide state-of-the-art consulting, training, information technology, and research services that help our clients reduce
costs, improve fleet program performance, streamline operations, manage data, launch new products and services,
and develop sustainable business practices.
Transportation Services Co (TSC) is our life cycle fleet management company. TSC assists clients in all aspects of
managing the total cost of ownership of its fleets through focused asset management and fleet maintenance
management support. TSC has a robust menu of products and services that support every aspect of a vehicle life
cycle from bus specification development and acquisition, funding, fleet maintenance, parts management, risk

transportation system ensures that the right vehicle is available at the right time for the lowest cost of ownership.
The close working relationship between the companies ensures that there is a seamless transition between analysis
and operations while the client benefits from the combined specialization and expertise of the four companies.
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